
CERP and Water Budgets 

CERP (the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan) laid claim to the "comprehensive" word by 

having a water budget that acknowledged and accounted for the annual rainfall, its input from rainfall, 

and its outgo through ET, runoff, and storage (surface and groundwater).  Our early plans centered on 

the budget being too low, but the concept was sound. 

ASR (Aquifer Storage and Recovery) was the big answer needed to prevent "loss to tide."  ASR has now 

been shown to be far too generous in its assumption, and by my calculation, the water budget is around 

1-1.2 million acre feet short of an answer. 

The CERP projects generally had a sequence to them that was to take into account the order by which 

projects should be done to reduce conflicts.  The CERP projects constituted the steps to balance the 

water budget's elimination of "loss to tide." 

OK, so we are 1 million acre feet short (or more) of projects, so completing CERP doesn’t complete 

"comprehensively" anything, just reduces. 

Additional projects to balance CERP appropriately may interfere with the sequencing plan's success, but 

additional projects are needed to make CERP more than a bunch of projects with uncertain ultimate 

outcome. 

So, other than some of the stand-alone projects (Biscayne, etc.), shouldn’t the sequencing plan and 

"adaptive management" be demanding and creating the other projects before some of the sequenced 

projects begin? 

Should not the USCOE/EPA/USFWS be somewhat loud about this, given their clean water and overall 

environmental mission?    

I am drawing the conclusion that SFWMD just wants to make power blocks happy, and the rational 

thinkers are really not considered a power block.  However, the Feds seem the ones most exposed to 

the reality of, well, fraudulent intent, if CERP water budget is not balanced.  Perhaps even more adverse 

press is needed on failures?  I remain haunted by the EIS (Environmental Impact Statement) passage 

about how CERP is even worse for the environment than doing nothing, if the storage/users’ needs are 

not met in the volumes expected, and that has become surely true for those of us on the two Rivers 

(Caloosahatchee and St. Lucie), since the madness became endemic after CERP was approved and the 

Lake faux operations schedule WSE was put into effect. 

So, am I wrong and starting at shadows? 
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